Present technical, scientific, medical and other complex information in easy-to-understand formats, such as graphs and maps.

Find out more:

- polytechnic.purdue.edu/cgt
- cgtnfo@purdue.edu
- 765-494-7505
- PurdueCGT
- @CGT_Purdue
Your work can help:
- Researchers understand correlations and spot trends.
- Designers produce better products.
- Medical professionals convey health information.
- Business owners understand their customers.
- Consumers make smarter decisions.

Yes, we’re proud!
Graduates of our data visualization program become:
- Data visualization engineers
- Data analysts
- Digital media data scientists
- Visual designers

Our graduates work for:
- Amazon
- Wells Fargo
- GE
- Microsoft

“I chose to major in data visualization because it is a blend of computer science, math and art, which are three subjects that I have always found to be interesting.”

- Grace S.